Pallet Dispenser

Fully automatic stacking and destacking
Internal logistics is a huge and hidden cost item for many
companies in the annual figures. Logistic and machine operators
continuously move goods from A to B, while these actions are
not reflected in the added value of a product. So it's time to
automate these actions with an affordable solution.
The KUMATECH pallet dispenser stacks and destacks empty
pallets one at a time. All pallets are handled from floor level. It
automatically lifts/lowers the entire pallet stack to easily allow
you to insert a new pallet at floor level using a standard pallet
Jack. A touch panel is used to operate the machine.

KUMATECH, located in Bakel, is specialist in the construction and
development of machines for automated internal logistics. The
company was founded in 2017 by sister company Kuunders
Technoworks after a solution was developed for the logistical
drama behind the laser cutter.
The KUMATECH pallet dispenser is CE-marked, which is your
guarantee for a machine manufactured in conformity with the
strict requirements of safety, health and environmental impact.

Your benefits with KUMATECH Pallet dispenser
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No more manual pallet lifting
Space saving and a tidy workplace
Optimised pallet flow
Improved work environment
Reduced pallet costs
No manual pallet handling
Only 230 Volt power supply needed
Powder coating finish
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Always available
Reduced handling time spent per pallet
Fewer back injuries, jammed fingers and feet
Less truck driving
LEAN – increased efficiency with less resources
Easy button control
Easy integration with AGV possible
Multiple pallets possible (1200*800*150
/1200*1000*150mm)
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➢ or Pallet Jack“ AGV`s
Easy integration
with KUMATECH “Tractor Tom
The pallets can be loaded and removed in the Pallet Despenser not only by hand, but also automatically with the Kumatech
AGV’s.

Manufacturing machines to make internal
logistics smart and lean
The mission of KUMATECH is: “Manufacturing machines to make internal
logistics smart and lean”. KUMATECH offers an innovative and qualitative
solutions for logistics. Our slogan in developing the different building blocks
is “Simplicity in complexity”

